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INTRODUCTION

Research on the physics of fires has now reached the stage where the fire

resistance necessary to 'protect a structure against fire may be calculated

from a knowledge of the configuration of a compartment, its contents and the

ventilation conditions 1 ,2. However, legislation for the control of building

design specifies requirements for a wide, range of buildings, and in these

circumstances, it is necessary to conduct,a survey of the contents and,

configuration of bUildings in order to estimate realistic fire resistance

requirements. Such a survey is being undertaken by several different countries,

and the Building Research Station has now completed a survey of floor loads in

modern office buildings3. Joint Fire ~esearch Organization has made a

preliminary analysis of a small sample of , these data4, which 'combined with

experimental results leads to a frequency distribution for the fire resistance

necessary to protect structural steei (ShO~ in Fig.1)5. This distribution is

very skew and covers a wide range of fire resistance, and it should be noted

that similar distributions would result ,from surveys even of individual

buildings. Clearly, the fire resistance,necessary to protect a given column

has no single value, but must be regarded as a variable subject to statistical

variation over a wide range, i.e. a random or stochastic variable with the

distribution, of Fig.1.

The application of this result'in the, choice of a single value of fire

resistance for this occupancy for the purpose of building regulations presents

some difficulties. According to the conventional philosophy of fire grading the,

fire resistance should be sufficient to withstand a 'burn-out', but even within

this narrow range of building occupancy, the maximum (75 minutes) will grossly

overprotect most of the buildings of this type (whose predicted mean fire

severity is 25 minutes) and any lesser value will underprotect a few. Indeed

there is no guarantee that the maximum of this sample is in fact the maximum of

the population, so that the maximum of the sample does not guarantee complete

protection. Clearly whatever value of fire resistance is specified, within.~

practical range, some degree of risk is implicit.



This discussion raises an important question, namely, what constitutes

an acceptable risk, t~at is, an acceptable degree of safety. Essentially,

this is a non-engineering question, and indeed the fire engineer is not

equipped to decide what risk "to life is acceptable - this is a matter for the

community at large. The function of the fire engineer is to advise on cost

and social implications associated with any specified degree of safety, and

to ensure that any given expenditure is'used to the greatest advantage •
./' J:!" . .., .• ~ .

The problem of finding an acceptable degree of safety, is not unique to ." ,

fire problems; 'it has long been recognised, in the design of aircra:ft~, for

example, that strength and·ioading are random variables, and that dssign-under"

these circumstances involves an acceptance of a risk that in a very'small

number of instances the loading will exceed the strength. ,This philosophy has,

now found 'its way into the field of structural, engineering, with the .-

realisation that the traditional I factor of safety' '1tself embodies' implicitly ,:

,

acceptance of a degree of risk. . l

In this paper we review some of the main developments in these other fields

and comment on their SUitability in the context of fire safety. The problems

of fire are 'rather different to those of oth~r ~ngin~ering'fields, be~~~e n~t
only are loads and strengths subject to variability b~t also v~ntiiati~n, 'room

shapes and Sizes, open doors etc. More important, the duration of the fire is
curtailed by chance diBcovery~ a~'by th~ action of b~igadeB, 8pririkl~rB et~,

and these act to reduce the risk inherent in vari~bility of loads and strengths.
, ' .

The various theories described will be reviewed with these additional factors

in mind, and where possible adapted to include them.

ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL SAFETY

a. Reliability analysis

We review first, some methods of calculating the risk implicit in'the

choice of a particular value for fire resistance; using the tech~ques of'

reliability analysis,. follOWing Freudenthal et a17. The risk is measured by

the probability of failure' of a building element designed to have fire

resistance R. Because of the 'variability of materials, uncertainty'of tes~ing

etc, R is a random' variable, as' is .the fire severity S , because of

variabili ty of fire loads, ventilation, discovery and arrival of brigades, .etc ,.

Failure occurs if" R...c:=:::. S , and the probability of failure'1'f is then given

"..'

by

p
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Define the statistical distributions of R and S as follows:

FR ex) = p [R L- xJ :: fO f R (z) dz.

Fs (x) ':: P &LX:] :: Ie f s (z) dt..

Then
-=Pf

Lo. fs ex.) dx:: FR ( :1:)

Now to a first approximation fires occur at random and independently.

Furthermore, only a small fraction grow to a sufficient size to cause damage

to the structural elements of the buildings. Let 1P be the annual .

probability of occurrence of such a fire, so that we are implicitly making

a generous allowance for the beneficial effects of early discovery and

brigade action. Then if l' is smal.L, the probability of failure l'f during

the de,sign lifetime of the building L is given approximately by

Table 1

The annual chance of a fire outbreak for various occupancies

Number Number of
of fires -:PeLHazard. buildings* annually+

Industry 183 9377 8,075 4.4 x 10-2

Houses . 14,202 ~359 38,142 . 2.7 x 10-3

Commercial - shops 664 1817 5,574 8.4 x 10-3

Commercial office 152,430 866 5.7 x 10-3

Assembly - entertainment 12,540 1,446 1.2 x 10-1

Assembly - non-residential 143,019 2,810 2.0 x 10-2

Residential - clubs, hotels
3.7 x 10-2etc 36,609 1,352

Residential - institutions 803

storage 199,612 2,420 1.2 x 10-2

*Source: 108th Report of the Commissioners of H.M. Inland Revenue

+rires during 1967
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b. Application to fire resistance calculations

In order to apply these results to fire resistance calculations, it is

necessary first to have data for estimating the quantities -p , F
R

(x.),

-fs (:x:). The quantity l' can be estimated from the frequency of fires and

the number of buildings at risk, leading to an estimate of fC\. the chance

of a fire occurring annually. Baldwin and AlIenS have estimated that orily

10 per cent of fires involve damage to the building fabrics, so. that

.i,
10

.;

Some estimates of :PCL for various types of building are given in Table 1.

At present, there are no data that will lead to an estimate of FR (X),

al though on intuitive grounds one would expect it to be a skew distribution

of the log-normal type. At this stage it will be more profitable to regard R
as a constant, say R = Ro and then ff = 1 - Fe, (Ro).

The distribution of fire severity,S, can be estimated from surveys :of

contents of buildings, together with experimental results. One example has

been given in Fig.1 for modern office buildings; at the moment these are the

only available data.

The probability of failure 1>'f is calculated in Fig.2 for modern office

buildings on the basis of these data, assuming a design lifetime of 50 years.

For

for

c.

R = 60 min, the highest fire resistance speci.fied by current regulations

offices, it = 0.002.

Extended reliability concept

The calculations of the preceding paragraphs have been on the basis of

reliability theory, and several authors have pointed out the disadvantages of
this method9,10,11,12,13.

i. Reliability analysis is usually applied in a manufacturing

environment, where a product is manufactured under controlled

conditions, and where reliability data are readily available. To

apply the theory a complete statistical analysis of loads,

resistances, damage etc must be available, and even then the tail

of the distribution is of greatest interest (c.f. application to

offices where -j., = 0.002) where fewest data are available and
TF.

where uncertainty is greatest.
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reliability concept", as follows.

((21 .> 9. )<1 :; 't as.!
ii. There are some non-statistical variables, which do not fall

within the reliability fr~~~r~ Er~n~ipal amongsf_these is

the uncertainty of the mathematical model used for analysis,
s - ~- ~ .:,., l''-I,·;;. t::; •• ~ ',~ ,.l'~'. Te'! edT

and the errors introduced thereby. In the context of fire therev< ).\1
are many examples of this,for example the ro Ie ' andt-def'Lni. tion of

window openings and ventilation, comparison of expefimental fires
V'

with furnace tes~et.'~:~ (V ::::::,. ~ ) q _. {i=

F};}i; i ~if~i~pl~~~~:Jtf~s~!_rhr~ "~!~~lj~C"~~.y~~;,,Ile~~n.~~ ~nl~:· ~h~ PJ9bt~m,)-:::> e'Ierlw

-,T~~~: :~~~,gi}ff!~9~~. ;to:- .?t~wRn0 ?XfS~i~6 rX'p~rV8e :.~tI~dfJ~XP:~5f~!!f~olT.U' anT
gain~d,in thJ3 appli,<;:atioI\ ofS,xi!3t;ing :r~l5'4ations,a,ndcodes.of 0 ~' '

. )0 .",'!, ..~r ':_('''' q, __ £ ."oJ • L :'1.', '.' I ~ •.... _,11, .. '3 ... J '1,.•h" .' ,II! r- .....tj" f'f1.£ 0'1:0'1'19

, z p,lri'-•.9t"~,,C, e.,. -,_ 1,_ ~ ·-·+,Eda 'S"J.~ '1....' {rl'- tv ~. :Wc!_1 f,-fj .1J.::·1 '1·~.J...rr,II8 o ; t~I.1.l.rpB'l. S.t

Various schemes. have. b~en'. proposed .to ovarcomer.these di,:;advantages,:'so!!,E>,r.e,i:'1B

of which will be discussed later l~Jl.tthe p~f~r. A-\/mofff~,e.~tf,?I'If;, 0LfKIlg-f.i~+P
analysis has been proposed by Ang and A-mi~l(; , who point out that the

probabili ty of failure based on reliability analysis is a(basical*r sound
(j(,' .- 0 ,. a:: -"', ') ,_":---\ Q z»: p¢

measure of structural safety, whose basic1'forniat shcufd be preserved as far as

possible. To combat the disadvantages ',HsYed a,bove:· they propose.'on t'ex,tendeil
'; !

, 'i \ ~ q:9. ,
Reliability failure postulat~~ th~t' 'failuie o'~~ur~" wh~n R '-Z... '58 s~' r

'I '
that:/>+ = p (R L.. 5 ). In the ezbended r!l;li.abiJ-i ";Y<. ~?P."cE!!'t ,,:, 'f,§'ytol> pJ[11m; A

uncertainty', V , is introduced, with V ~ 1, and we say that ~he event
Df evt· ,- r,-.".LL'o,,/5.c::::: V constitutes a state of danger or faiJ,.ur~, so that 1>.j: ,~p ~o/S L.. V)

wher~ 1f,e ",(~S,::~Wl i~;jerf:e,t,e,dg,as",}~~ ;~r~ba~~;~~t O,f; d~:r: )c.:.·i Jorea'.p ,s.'iT

Tp.~:: C~?iCTj 0l.~"BVI \req¥t~~S ljl1d,gem~:r:t on, ~pet p.:~rltL\ 6:fi·\~~\et'-,~~~P:Ter\".:~~:' .la L: ;.;1

depepd~0 ?:nI1ltre\, Lr~el,iaJ'i~lj.it~.afl] t.ll.e.up~l;"elr}J:~%" J~ctt~h~..mrti9~2; IILq~el ~:f.~th?J s~;r~s.;.~S~Rl' ed.t

and the quality of the available information. ' _, '. ,: 1 "r ., ,pC; ','>J c in : ,:- q'iH '" ) 8L'I, .
e. ~·f' JfE i~ ;; If,S£,p;>!r;~~£:t Jp. t9.J pe~ ,crept '. tJ~Ie:-,. :r;.~}~B;~,l,eJ ;r~_si.s~\aI}c~n~~-~fl)~+de.~i

taken .11S , O"flO~ t', ,ilR~,Jl~¥N';'~YL ,i:f. $, ,,"~ilc'JJ;p0IJl~' ,t« j15,J!.e,r ,cc~p~" tfue,nlfH\.{B"i',io
design S should be " "

...'nB ':' f", 'T uu 1 f)·o.-a5 .1.1:-"' .. L L: Lh..tj~ ,.~lf'·L\.;q _.,t~'l.I-·Ci~'S 'j: 1f;.,'.;j GgB1'flDVbO

.' .
~ :I'hen

Note that' 'tliei' value's jol· R' 'and 5
greate'r Is·a:fe.J;.~ -~ '~J - rr'!n I J , !

~ • ...,. '" I I- r r.< j '"("" '.\. t .'d';1.·rce,tcPt'1.·10'·~nn'0'(f'.t5t·,b. have' been' corrected Ln' tne I

h,TI.i. . I: r). J: . n . t 1.1" 1 ( -!1") ;: i'ff!-' $1 '1:01

d -

'1 'ty," t: L....~ i- L,. 'L· .' · I '; r . ,f,. I.1'1 ~~d [LSO

In calculating factors of safety in traditional methods, it is usual to

consider the maximum possible severi ty (~, say) and the minimum resistance

(~, say).
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Let 1> = P( R -c: R:p")

~
:= peS > ScVI

•
The requirement for structural safety is then

~ ~ V

5'1,

pC ~ ..::: V) ~ 0<.it :::

where ~ is the allowable or acceptable value of the probability of failure.

The uncertainty fa'ctor V is required to account for the indeterminable

errors and inadequacies 'in 'the .calculatio'ns , whereas the acceptable risk, 0(

is required to ensure that the chance of any unsafe state of a structure,

arising from statistical variabilities, is sufficiently small.

Ang and Amin show that if V =~, then

~
~Cl,' P(t~ v) c :f> +,~ -1>CV
Henoe, if cI... ='f~ ' then V :> V

i.e. ;:~ ~ V is automatically satisfied.

A suffioient basis for' design is therefore .

PC+< V) ~ tv
They assert that 01... = lev is the most suitable value of the risk, beoause i't

is a somewhat oonservative value for a required value of V, and in any oase

the ohoioe of R, and Scy (usually on praotioal grounds) already implies ,a
risk of apprOXimatslY"fCV •

The extended reliability oonoept is more flexible and retaine the baai~

oharaoterilltios and rBs\.ll ts from standard. reliabili t1 analysis. It has the

advantagCl that it separates pursly statisUoal Ifaria'tion from errors and

unosrtainty in the PBsio mathematioal model, so tha't speoifio allowance can be

made for enginesring experienos and data limitations. In addition ,the authors

dsmonstrats that the analysis is less Bene!tive to 'the type of distribution used

for Rand 5 (important in an environment of inoomplete da'ta), and that it

oan be fairly easily oali,brated to eXisting praotioe.

- 6 -



ii. The possibility exists of the loss of hundreds of lives in one

fire in a building. This is, at least at first sight, different·

from the loss of the same number of lives in individual incidents,

such as in road accidents. Many building regulations can be traced

back to disasters, i.e. " a reflection 'of the extreme tail of

a distribution function.
': .

iii. Death by fire is illri:irers'ally regarded as one of the worst kinds of,

death, implying some form of personal' weighting factor to be applied

to costs of life in fire accidents. •
In view of these problems, and others associated with escape and the

effects of failure of fire resistance on the population of a ,building, it is

not possible to pursue the economic arguments involving public safety at the

present time. However, if loss of property is the only consideration, then

economic arguments are obviously appropriate and directly applicable.

Following standard decision theory, we attempt to minimise the sum of costs

and expected loss, 1I , given by

T '" I + J1>F
where I

J)

is the initial cos ts

is the damage in the event of failure, discounted to present. . ,
day values

" .'

A + BRo + ]}.pC 1- Fs (Ro)')T=

fF is the annual probability of failure.

Maskell and Baldwin16 have shown that if Rc is the fire resistance

then][ is a linear function of Ro (for steel columns this applies only for

Ro' 30 min). For office buildings, we may use the earlier calculations for

-:1> so that. TF '

B _I
wher~ A = '2,0 approximately for protected steel columns.

This function is plotted in Fig.3 as a function of Ro , for various

levels of]) • Evidently 1I. has a minimum wi thin the practical range of Ro
but the difference in costs between Ro = 30 min and Ro = 60 min is not very

great, partly because costs,][ , increase very slowly with Ro However,

Fig.2 shows that 30 min fire resistance corresponds approximately to an order

of magnitude in the value of 1>f
the costs are relatively insensitive

Hence on the basis of the present

to safety levels; at very little

analysis,

increased cost the probability of failure can be reduced by an order of magnitude.

- 8 -
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CHOICE OF FAILURE PROBABILITY

a. Cost - benefit analysis

The theories discussed above derive what are effectively design rules,

so that the statistical variation and uncertainty in resistance and severity

may be taken into account, in order to achieve a given degree of safety, as

measured by the probability of failure. There remains the diffiqult choice

of an acceptable degree of safety. In the extended reliability theory this

choice is made effectively by transferring the decision to a choice of the

maximum severity and the minimum expected resistance, which may be an easier

choice on practical grounds, but the decision embodies implicitly a choice of

failure probability.

Building controls exist largely to ensure the safety of life, but in some

situations the decision to install a given degree of fire protection rests

entirely on economic grounds based on cost and the expected saving of property

loss. However, even in the consideration of public safety, economics cannot

be completely ignored, if only because there is a practical limit to the funds

that can be set aside for the provision of safety. The optimum level of fire

protection on economic grounds is that which minimises the sum of costs and

expected losses, a relatively simple calculation, but one which demands that a

price must be· placed on the value of human life. This appl'oach, whilst

repugnant to many people, is now fairly widely practiced, particularly in the

field of road accidents 14• The technique is largely based on an estimate of

the loss of production to the national economy, ignoring almost entirely the

social aspects, grief and pain. Unfortunately, little work has been done in the

context of fire accidents, but certain problems arise from applying the road

accident approach.

i. People dying in fires are usually very young or old and infirm15.

The loss of production (or in the case of the young, money invested

in education etc) is thus very small. The problem is not so much

one of evaluating economic loss to the community, but a social one,

in evaluating an acceptable sum to be spent on protecting the very

young, old and infirm from death by fire. A considerable sum is

spent by the community in providing child welfare, hospitals,

pensions etc.

- 7 -



A similar approach has been suggested for structural design by Johnson17,

Turkstra18, Karman19 and others. Karman states the following conclusions:

i. A common loadbearing'structure can be regarded as being

optimally designed when the costs incurred by any breakdown of

the structure during service time amounts to 2-4 per cent of the

original costs of the structure.

ii. The average value of total loss and damage due to structural

collapse amounts to abcut 100-150 times the original building

costs .. When failure or damage does not result in catastrophic

collapse but· calls for a comprehensive reinforcing of the structure,

the' total amount can be approximately 2-4 times the initial costs.

These conditions are equivalent to ultimate and non-ultimate limit

states.

Hence 150 P ult + 4 p non-ult = 0.02

where p ul t and p non-ult mean the probabilities of ultimate and

non-ultimate limit states. The ratio p ultiP non-ult depends on the

type of structure; for brittle structures it is near to one, whilst

for plastic structures it might be 1/500. Karman suggests for

an average structure

p ult 1= 1"00p non-ult

so that

p ult = 3.6 x 10-5

p non-ult = 3.6 x 10-3

b. Return periods

In design against earthquake, Wind, flood etc it is common practice to
--_ ... . .

refer to an acceptable or design return period instead of a probability of

failure. The return period of a phenomenon is the average period elapsing

between occurrences of the phenomenon. If -r is the return period in years and

1> the probability of occurrence per year, then

~ = I

Ligtenberg20 refers to a 10,000 year return period for. the design of dams

in Holland, i.e. the design level of flood is that which exceeded on average

,.I).:.':,,,,, :...:,:;, 0,nly,~0?ce ...ip..10,000 years. Ferry Bqrges21 refers to a 1,000 year return period

- 9 -



for earth~uake and wind, although the'British Standard Code of Practice for

wind loads uses a 50 year return period22, because of lack of suit~ble 'data;

structural safety is assured by an additional ad hoc safety factor. In

Fig.4 the return period for fire severity is plotted against fire resistance

based on the calculations of the preceding paragraphs. It can be seen that

30 mins fire resistance corresponds to a return period of ,",5,000 years.

Note that 'return period' in this context has no real meaning, but is

merely a useful way of putting failure probabilities in perspective. Clearly

an extrapolation of existing records, covering a period of no more than

20 years, to a period of ;5,000 years, is not realistic unless one makes some

sweeping assumptions about the future and fire hazard being manmade might be

regarded as inherently different from natural phenomena such as wind and flood.

So far as fire is concerned, the object is to take a design fire severity

corresponding to a return period of li years, lr reflecting the seriousness

of the conse~uences of failure. Where the conse~uences are less serious

(in serviceability, for example) II could be considerably smaller, particularly

where failure is a result of two or more uncorr~lated events. From a national

point of view, it may be advisable to take'into account the number of a given

type of building at risk. If there are ~ buildings at risk and the return
N

period La"]" , then the expected annual number of failures is T If N is

large compared with lr this could lead to serious professional and political

conse~uences, and one would conclude that it is desirable to make ,- of the

same order as N However, as can be seen from Table 1 the number of buildings

in a group is of the order 105 in many cases (106 in the case of houses), thus

demanding an extraordinarily high reliability from fire protection, and leading

to uneconomic buildings. Hence, at a lower reliability, because of the large

number of buildings at risk, we must accept a number of failures of fire

protection annually; this is a conse~uence of economics.

Comparing fire with other hazards, it seems likely that fire is a more

serious hazard than wind or earth~uake - there are only a few instances of

severe wind each year, but 80,000 fires in buildings23, of which 8,000

approximately are sufficiently serious to cause damage to the building fabric.

Furthermore, except in exceptional circumstances wind does not lead to loss of

life. It seems reasonable to take the return period appropriate to flood

design, i.e. 10,000 years. This leads to ~uite reasonable demands on the

reliability of fire protection, as shown in Table 2.

-10 -



is the calculus of extreme values24. JOhnson1? , for example, considers the

variable 0( = R - S where cr- is the standard deviation of the
0-

variable X = R - 5 , and supposes that it has the distribution of extreme

values 1> (- 0( ), given by

ext C-7r 0( - c - ext C-~ -C)).

However, to make any progress with this approach the way in which ~ varies

with R must be known. This approach warrants further study.

APPROXIMATE METHODS OF ASSESSING SAFETY

Some of the difficulties of an exact analysis of safety through the medium

of reliability analysis have already been mentioned. In addition there are the

formidable difficulties of specification of an acceptable risk, with its

attendant legal problems, and the technical difficulties of exploring the tail

of a distribution through surveys, extreme value theory, etc. These problems

are Common to all branches of structural engineering, where exact mathematical

models are not always available, there is incomplete data on strengths and

loads and where a fairly simple code of practice is the desired end product.

Several approximate methods have been proposed which avoid some or all of the

difficulties, by removing the necessity for exact specification of failure

probabilities, distributions etc. One such method has already been described

above (the extended reliability concept), in which a 'factor of uncertainty'

was included to allow for the ~uality of data and the underlying mathematical

model, and the specifioation of a failure probability was avoided by

transferring the decision to the stage where characteristic values of Rand

5 were chosen.

- 5

CR-S)

Cornel113 suggests that uniformity of risk is more important, and that

existing engineering experience should be relied upon to set the standard.

method is based on the observ·ation that in reliability analysis safety is

governed largely by the number of standard deviations of the mean value R
from zero, denoted by ~ so that

~ =

The

J.

V~)"

tr - I
~hen

~ is defined as the 'safety index', and it is asserted that uniformity of risk

follows if ~ is held constant. It is convenient to express results in terms

of a safety factor E( , defined by

fY = R
5



;

Table 2

Design reliability of fire protection base on a
return period of 104 years

Design probability
of failure in

a given fire

Industry .023

Houses .37
Commercial - shops .12

Commercial offices .18

Assembly - entertainment .008

- non-residential .05

Residential - clubs, hotels etc .027

Residential - institutions

Storage .083

CHOICE OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

A further point of difficulty that arises in the estimation of failure

probabilities, is the estimation of the distribution functions of fire

severity and fire resistance. There are no data at present to estimate the

distribution of fire resistance, but as demonstrated above, one can estimate

the distribution of fire severity from data on fire loadings and experi.mental

results. However, a statistical difficulty arises because failure is a very

rare event, so that the chief interest is in the tail of the distribution, where

the data are few and uncertainty is greatest. One possible technique is to fit

a known distribution to the data, but the result of this is usually indecisive,

giVing two or three distributions with equally good fit, but differing

sometimes by one or two orders of magnitude in the tail9•

A further philosophical difficulty arises because of the interpretation of

the function of building controls. Consider a population of buildings of,a

given type, and suppose we agree on a probability of failure, f F ,as defined

earlier. As the population size increases the expected number of failures will

also increase, so that if the function of building controls is to protect a

population of buildings rather than individual buildings, then there should be

a higher standard of safety in the larger populations. Clearly one is

interested in the way in which the safety margin R - S varies with population

size, and it is evident that as the number of buildings at risk increases so

the smallest value of R - S will decrease. The technique for this problem

- 11 -



In both of these theories, the parameters ~ ,and the partial safety

factors may be derived by calibration with existing codes of practice.

From a practical point of view these methods are attractive, relying only

on the first and second moments of the statistical distribution, ,or on the
,,'

likely error in calculation o Furthermore, the need

of failure is eliminated, and design is through the

to specify, a probability

more familiar factors of. .' . . . .
safety 0 The theory requires some adaptation, however, for applic~tion to'fire

problems, which lead to some sLi.ght; comp'LLcat.Lone , 'It is proved above that

l>F =

forvalue of f

takes no account of fire frequency.

tF-\...1>
1>f :::> 1>F and therefore the acceptable

structural design for everyday loads.

=But

Now, if the risk due to fire is to be the same as the risk due to other

structural design features'lPF must be, the same, and may be derived from the

value of ~ once a distribution of R - 5 is given. However, the"safe,ty

index, ~ refers only to the probability of failure g,iven th,at, a fire has

occurred so that ~

and s ince l~ ..::;, I
fire is less than for

For example, Cornell gives ~ = 4 f'orvsbructur-a.l, design, so that if

R - 5 is normally distributed,

=

Now for offices, 4 = 0003

1>F= l1>
10-3

." -.

"

for fires "in

301=

Hence, assuming once again a normal distribution for ,'R'
offices,

Incidentally, to achieve this degree of safety,
I I- -

VR L r = ~

so that fire resistance ratings of materials i.ncluding allowance for variability

of materials, testing" workmanship etc must be known to an accuracy of better

than 33 per cent.

- 14 -



:

where VR ' Vs are the coefficients of variation of Rand '5 .

One interesting result that emerges from this treatment follows' if we

invert the equation to make er the subject of the equation. .

8 (Z. 2. /3 a 2.)1:
Then er :: I + I VR -+ Vs - l VR \{S

2. 2-
I - ~ VR

This equation has a solution if and only if

VR ~ y~
implying that some levels of safety cannot be achieved if the variability of

the fire resisting protection is too great. This result is obvious on

intuitive grounds, but, it is useful to have an analytic proof.

Cornell shows that VR and Ys may be calculated on the basis of the

variability of different elements of the problem.

R ~ 2. 2.)~
If =c MFP, then "R :: (YM + VF + Vp ~

and S = k TE then Vs " C"-r2. -+ Ve')t.
where M represents material strength (e.g. variability of materials)

F represents fabrication (e.g. standards of workmanship)

f> the influence of professional assumptions (e.g. variability of

fire tests)

T represents the variability of loads

E is an error term presumably associated with errors of mathematical

model.

Ravindra, Heaney and Lind25 show that the specification of the safety

index ~ and the calculation of the coefficient of variation on the basis of

variability of materials, workmanship, loads etc is approximately equivalent to

defining a safety factor er , which is derived as the product of a number of

partial safety factors, each associated with one of the variables M , F , P ,
T and E defined above, so that

ff:: B"R frS

:: eM 8'F e'p 6'T 8£
- 13 -



Characteristic loads and strengths are calculated on the basis

Characteristic load = mean load + K1 x standard deviation.

Characteristic strength = mean strength - Kz. x standard deviatior.,

where 1<, Kz. are chosen so that the chance of exceeding the characteristic

load or of a strength less than the characteristic strength is small.

The characteristic values take into account the expected variations, but

do not allow for loads significantly diff"rent from those assumed in design,

lack of precision, in design calculations, inadequ.acy in the method of analysis

used, dimensional er-ror-e in construction which a.L tel' loads or effects of loads

or variati.ons in strength c.,~c to det.er-to rataons with age; variations of

quali'ty etc. Partial safety factors are. therefore, Lritroduced for each li.mit

state, so that the design load is the characterisUc load multiplied by a

partial safety factor

strength divided by a

to that limit state.

¥~ and tte design str8ngth is the characteristic

partial safety f ac tor f'o'r the material(ll'm) appropr-Late

In principle, the ovar-al.L or global load factor is

obtained as the product of the two par t.La'l safety factors .. so that global load

factor = ~e 'llm The partial safety factors take on different values for

each limit state and for different materials etc, anei are adjusted to take some

account of the ser.iousness of a par-i.Lcul ar- limi 1< state being reached ,

SAFETY OF LIFE

Bu.ilding co n t ro Ls are based almost enti.l'ely· on laws to prctect life safety,

and whilst the engineer has a clear responsibility in ths field of economy and

serviceability, the main preoccupation of any theory of struc tural safety to be

used in legislation must be the analysis of life safety. Unfortunately, this

analysis is not easy t o perform for a giver. iegree of structural safety (Le.

a given 11= ), more so, in fire, wher-e death can result from a variety of

causes such as fire spread, asphyxia ti.on, bu.i.ldi.ng collapse, and whereas

collapse through excess loads i.s likely to be sudden and catastrophic, fires

last often some hours and means of escape are provided, apart from t'!J.e rescue

operations of brigades. At this stage of the research it is not very fruitful

to attempt to analyse the hazard to life due to varying standards of fire

resistance, aLthough such an analysis may be possible in tall buildings where

evacuation is impractioable.

In the meantime it maybe useful to measure the risk of death or injury

due to fire against the many other risks that human beings run. This appr-oach

has long been recognised in the aircraft industry in connection with

structural safety. and in hazard analysis in the chemical industry, where effort

is concentrated on eliminating those hazards with the highest accident rate,

- 16-
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An alternative approach is to re-calibrate ~ against existing

regulation on fire, thus sacrificing uniformity with other risks in building

design. For the distribution FS (Ro) of Fig.1 for office buildings, the

mean severity 5 = 25 min, and the fire resistance specified by regulations

~ Ro = 60 min. Hence, the factor of safety

R

5

= 2 approximately

•. ..

= 1
( +VR'2. + Vs 2. )-t.

~
From Fig.1 ,VS =~ , and if we assume VR ...L

= to

~ = 1.5

a value much lower than that derived earlier. Even with this approach there

must be a rational procedure for modifying ~ to allow for varying

frequencies of fire in different occupancies, and this requires some

assumptions about the statistical distributions of ~ and 5.

LIMIT STATE DESIGN

L" "t t t d . . "d lId' E . t· 26,27,28,29
~m~ s a e es~gn ~s w~ e y emp aye ~n uropean coun ~es

as a basis for codes of practice for reinforced and prestressed concrete. An

excellent review of this approach has been given by Rowe 10. In this field,

the engineer requires to provide safe and serviceable structures at an

economic price, that is with due regard for economy, there must be a

reasonable expectation that the structure will not become unfit for its

intended purpose during its life. Unfitness for use will occur when a part of

the whole of the structure fails, suffers excessive deflection or sustains

excessive local damage such as cracking; the stage at which this occurs is

described as the limit state. Limit states may also be reached as a result

of excessive vibration, fire, deterioration or fatigue, but it should be noted

that so far there appear to have been no attempts to define the limit states

for fire. The object of design in this approach is to avoid any limit state

being attained.

- 15 -



or those which exceed some critical level. It is found in military aircraft6,

for example, that an acceptable structural accident rate is in the region of

1 per 107 flying hours; under war conditions this rose somewhat, but pilots

and crew regarded types structurally dangerous when the accident rate was

greater than about 5 in 107.

Kletz 30, following Sowby31, gives the following fatal accident rate per

108 exposed hours.

Staying at home 3

Travelling by car 57

Motor cycling 660

The risk to an able-bodied man at home is much lower - probably about 1 in 108.

Fry has presented fire data, from which the number of deaths from fire

per 108 exposed hours may be calculated:

Hotels 1

Dwellings 0.1

It is clear that the risk of death due to fire is much less than the many

other risks that the public take in their everyday lives and occupations.

However, one may question whether it is valid to compare accident rates in

different pursuits and occupations. One travels by car because of the benefits

conferred, such as convenience, saving of time, economy etc, and implicitly

accepts the higher risk of death to enjoy these benefits. Hence the acceptable

risk is influenced by the benefits - effectively an implicit cost-benefit

approach. The same argument might apply to risk of death from different causes

within the home, although the cost-benefit aspect is not so well defined.

However, recent public disquiet about the incidence of deaths from fire in hotels

indicates that the risk of 1 per 108 exposed hours (an order of magnitude

higher than in dwellings) is not acceptable, and this could be taken as a

measure in other occupancies.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has been devoted to a summary of some of the more important

methods that have been proposed in the literature for assessing the safety of

a structure and for determining what constitutes an acceptable risk. In fire

there are many basic phenomena which must be considered in design:

i. Fire loads, room shapes, size etc are all variable.

ii. The severity of a fire is curtailed by the brigade, but the time

of. discovery of the fire, and hence the time at which the brigade

ar-rLve, is a random variable.



iii. The expected frequency of fires var~es over a considerable range

for different types of hazard. .., '

Lv , Fire protection devices such as sprinklers or detectors may be

present and act to reduce fire severity.

v , The fire performance is assessed in a standard furnace test, and

this assessment is i tseH variable, reflected in the variability

of the furnace test.

vi. The properties of the materials used in practice are variable, and

workmanship is not always subject to strict control.

vii. The assessment of fire severity depends on experiments and

calculations which may not only be inaccurate, but also represent

reality with differing degrees of accuracy.

viii. Knowledge of fire behaviour depends on materials used, design of

buildings etc, and these are changing rapidly. The ii·fetime· ~i a

building is probably about 50 years, so changes in material and

design have to be predicted over a considerable per-Lod r-:

ix. For use by designers, and in codes of practice, it·is essential

tha t methods of assessing risk should be fairly simple and easy to .

US8 0

It is clear that there are

statistical and non-sta tisti.ca).

be measured by collecting data,

effects of brigade action etc.

two kinds of variability to be considered 

(but probabilistic). Statistical variation can

and includes fire loads, fire f'r-equency ,

Non-statistical variation includes the various

uncertainties of design, such as relevance of the calculations, future trends

and to some extent the relevance of fi.re tes ting. Reliabili ty. analysis

clearly only ccpes with variation whi.ch can be measured s tatis tically; and it

is not easy to incorporate in codes of practice. However, the extended

reliabili ty approach of Ang and Amin offers a tool for coping with the

remaining uncertainty, with viable alternatives in the first order approach of

Cornell, Ravindra et al. It seems clear from modern practice and

recommendations by authoritative bod.ies that the most acceptable approach to

engineers lies through the definition of characteris tic values of severity and

resistance on a statistical basis, in conjunction with a factor of safety

expressing the degree of uncertainty in the design.. The {actor of safety may

be calculated as a product of a number of partial safety factors each

assessing a different source of uncertainty. This is the basic approach of

- 18 -



limit state theory, now widely accepted and to be incorporated in standard

codes of practice. The approximate methods offer a way of calculating these

safety factors, and the work of Ravindra et al justifies the use of

independent partial safety factors to allow for basically inter-related

sources of uncertainty.

The object of engineers is to design and manufacture structures which·

are both safe and economic, and this philosophy should also be appropriate -in'

fire engineering. However, the definition of safety and the specification of

acceptable risks presents some problems which are discussed briefly in the

paper. The economics are also somewhat uncertain, particularly where the

safety of life is concerned; little is known about the interaction of life

safety and structural safety or the effectiveness of eXisting life safety and

structural safety or the effectiveness of existing life safety measures. One

approach is to accept eXisting practice as representing the best practical

solution, particularly where traditional buildings are concerned, and to

calibrate safety factors, probabilities of failure, i.e. risk, against existing

designs. This approach has been suggested by other authors and has the virtue

of ensuring uniformity of risk, so that future designs may be no more or less

safe than traditional designs.

These problems have still to be solved in fire engineering, and many

avenues of approach yet remain to be explored. The object of this note is to

introduce the subject and to examine some of the methods available for the study

of safety on an analytical basis.
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